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The recent detection of gravitational waves by the LIGO/VIRGO collaboration has allowed for
the first tests of Einstein’s theory in the extreme gravity regime, where the gravitational interac-
tion is simultaneously strong, non-linear and dynamical. One such test concerns the rate at which
the binaries inspiral, or equivalently the rate at which the gravitational wave frequency increases,
which can constrain the existence of hairy black holes. This is because black holes with scalar hair
typically excite dipole radiation, which in turn leads to a faster decay rate and frequency chirping.
In this paper, we present mathematical proofs that scalar hair is not sourced in stationary, asymp-
totically flat, and axisymmetric spacetimes, including those appropriate to stars and black holes,
when considering extensions of Einstein’s theory that break parity in gravity, focusing on dynami-
cal Chern-Simons theory as a particular toy model.This result implies that current electromagnetic
observations of accreting black hole systems or of binary pulsars cannot constrain parity violation
in gravity today.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
“Who ordered that?!” This is what Nobel laureate
Rabi exclaimed when he was informed about the discov-
ery of the muon particle in 1936. This discovery was
made by Anderson and Neddermeyer when carrying out
the first studies of cosmic rays as they traversed a mag-
netic field. We are now entering a new era of physics
with the recent observation of gravitational waves by the
LIGO and Virgo detectors. The potential for new dis-
coveries is as great as back in the 1930s, and it remains
unclear what surprises more sensitive observations will
bring.
Such surprises could extend beyond astrophysics and
into theoretical physics. General Relativity (GR) has in-
deed passed a tsunami of tests in the Solar System [1],
with radio observations of pulsars [2], and recently with
the first observations of gravitational waves [3]. Solar
System tests, however, only probe the weak-field region
of the gravitational interaction, while pulsar observations
probe the strong but not very dynamical regime. Grav-
itational waves can sample the extreme gravity region,
where the fields are simultaneously strong and dynami-
cal, but such tests are only in the infancy [4].
At the same time, the theoretical physics community
has begun exploring modifications to GR, encouraged
both from anomalous observations, as well as theoreti-
cal necessity. On the observational side, galaxy rotation
curves, among other observations, cannot be explained
without some form of dark matter [5], while the late time
acceleration of the universe seems to require some form
of dark energy. Together, these matter-energy content
would account for over 95% of the total matter-energy in
the Universe, which has prompted theorists to seek alter-
native explanations through large-scale modifications to
GR [6, 7]. On the theoretical side, the intrinsic incom-
patibility of GR with quantum mechanics has prompted
efforts at a variety of unified theories, from string the-
ory [8] to loop quantum gravity [9–11].
Whether any of these attempts at modifying GR has
anything to do at all with reality will only be determined
through experiment and observation. Neutron stars (NS)
are ideal laboratories to carry out such tests because of
how strong the gravitational interaction is in their vicin-
ity. Radio observations of pulses of radiation emitted by
rotating NSs in binary systems have allowed for stringent
tests of GR in this strong field regime [2, 12, 13]. In
particular, the rate at which the orbital period of the bi-
nary decays has been observed to be in agreement with
GR to spectacular precision, thus stringently constrain-
ing any modification to GR that predicts a different rate
[14–16].
This single fact has forced us to throw a large heap
of theories into the trash bin, but not all theories are
automatically ruled out. The reason that the orbital pe-
riod decay accelerates in many theories is that there is a
monopolar scalar or vector field present that activates in
the vicinity of isolate NSs. Since the field is anchored to
the star, and the star is in a binary, the field moves with
the NS, sourcing scalar or vector field waves that remove
energy from the system, thus accelerating the orbital de-
cay. Determining whether a monopolar scalar or vector
field activates in the presence of NSs is thus paramount
to establish the viability of said modified theory.
A monopolar scalar field is known to be absent in suf-
ficiently symmetric solutions of certain modified theo-
ries. For example, non-rotating or slowly-rotating NSs
2in Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet (EdGB) gravity [17] or
in dynamical Chern-Simons gravity (dCS) [18] have no
such monopolar field, and in fact, this holds in all shift-
symmetric Horndeski theories [16]. These theories are all
modifications to the GR in which an additional dynami-
cal scalar field is introduced through a non-minimal cou-
pling with a curvature invariant, like the Gauss-Bonnet
invariant in the EdGB case or the Pontryagin density in
the dCS case. Black holes (BH), on the other hand, do
have a monopolar scalar field in EdGB [19], because cer-
tain no-hair theorems can be avoided [20]. Radio obser-
vations of binary pulsars, however, do not include BHs,
and thus, the constraints discussed above can be avoided.
Can one then prove mathematically that all NSs have
no such monopolar scalar field in quadratic gravity?
The first formal proof focused on EDGB theory [17], in
which the generalized Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem is
employed for manifolds with boundary [21, 22]. This
proof therefore applies only for spherically symmetric
and stationary spacetimes, in which spacetime can be
compactified in the radial and time-like directions into a
torus. Recently, this proof was extended to spacetimes
without a boundary [19] through the use of a general-
ized Noether theorem [23]. The scalar charge was then
shown to be given by a certain integral of the Riemann
tensor over the inner boundary of the spacetime, which
is actually equal to its Euler characteristic. This Euler
characteristic can be thought of as the Euler number for
a certain topology, which in turn is related to the number
of punctures in the spacetime.
In this paper, we focus on dCS gravity and prove
that in asymptotically flat, stationary, and axisymmet-
ric spacetimes, both in vacuum and not in vacuum, the
scalar monopole charge vanishes. First, we work with a
one-parameter family of metrics that can be continuously
deformed from Minkowski spacetime to a non-punctured
spacetime, like that of a NS. Within this framework, we
use a variational technique to prove that the scalar charge
is given by the (variation of the) integral of the Pontrya-
gin density at spatial infinity, which vanishes identically.
Then, we work with the generalized Noether approach
and show that the scalar charge can be related to an in-
tegral of the dual Riemann tensor over the inner bound-
ary of the spacetime, which is actually equal to the Euler
class of the normal bundle at the boundary. Given that
NSs lack such inner boundary, this charge identically
vanishes, but moreover, it also vanishes for stationary
and axisymmetric BHs, which do have an inner bound-
ary (their horizon) but for which the Euler class of the
normal bundle is identically zero.
Since the scalar charge is related to the Euler class of
the normal bundle at the boundary, can we understand
better what this class is? One way to understand the Eu-
ler class is as a measure of how twisted the vector bundle
is. If the vector bundle under consideration possesses a
nowhere-zero section, then the Euler class vanishes. We
will later show that since we work with smooth, non-
vanishing vectors at the boundary surface, the Euler class
for such a boundary has to be identically zero. Alterna-
tively, one can think of the Euler class in terms of the
Euler characteristic. The Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem
guarantees that the integral of the Euler class over a cer-
tain boundary surface equals the Euler characteristic of
the manifold. Therefore, one can think of the Euler class
as the change in the Euler characteristic per unit surface
area. For a BH, the number of punctures in the space-
time is independent of its horizon area, since the latter
only depends on its mass and spin, which then implies
the Euler class, and thus the scalar charge, are exactly
zero.
Our results therefore establish through mathematical
proofs that NSs and BHs lack a scalar monopole charge
in dCS gravity, preventing binary pulsar observations or
gravitational wave observations (of non-spinning bina-
ries) to place constraints on the theory. The remain-
der of this paper deals with the mathematical details of
the proofs summarized above. Section II provides a ba-
sic introduction to the dCS gravity, Section III gives an
in-depth mathematical proof for the vanishing of scalar
charge for a NS whereas Section IV provides the proof
for a vanishing scalar charge for BH geometry. Section V
concludes and points to future research. Henceforth, we
adopt the following conventions throughout the paper:
we work exclusively in 4-dimensions with metric signa-
ture (-,+,+,+), Latin letters (a,b,c,...) in index lists rep-
resent spacetime indices, square brackets around indices
denote anti-symmetrization, the ∇a operator is the co-
variant derivative and the £X operator is the Lie deriva-
tive with respect to the vector fieldXµ, the Einstein sum-
mation convention is employed unless mentioned other-
wise, and we have worked in the geometrical units where
G = 1 = c.
II. DYNAMICAL CHERN-SIMONS GRAVITY
This section provides a brief review of dCS gravity and
establishes some notation. We only present a minimal
review here and direct the interested reader to the recent
review paper [9]. The action is given by
S = SEH + SCS + Sϑ + Smat , (1)
where the Einstein Hilbert term is
SEH = κ
∫
ν
d4x
√−gR , (2)
with κ = (16πG)−1, R the Ricci scalar and g the deter-
minant of the metric tensor gab. The CS term is
SCS =
α
4
∫
ν
d4x
√−g ϑ ∗RR , (3)
where α is a coupling constant, ∗RR is the Pontryagin
density, defined via
∗RR = ∗Rab
cdRbacd , (4)
3with ∗Rab
cd the dual Riemann tensor defined as
∗Rab
cd =
1
2
ǫabxy R
xycd , (5)
and ϑ is a pseudo-scalar field. The action for this field
is
Sϑ = −1
2
∫
ν
d4x
√−g [gab(∇aϑ)(∇bϑ) + 2V (ϑ)] , (6)
where ∇a is the covariant derivative operator compat-
ible with the metric, while V (ϑ) is a potential for the
scalar that we set to zero. In addition to these terms,
one must also include a matter action that couples only
to the metric tensor.
The field equations for dCS gravity can be obtained by
varying the action with respect to the metric tensor and
the scalar field. These equations are
Eg = Rab +
α
κ
Cab − 1
2κ
(
Tab − 1
2
gabT
)
= 0 , (7)
Eϑ = ✷ϑ+
α
4
∗RR = 0 , (8)
where ✷ ≡ ∇a∇a is the d’Alembertian operator, Tab is
the sum of the matter and the scalar field stress-energy
tensor, Rab is the Ricci tensor and Cab is the C-tensor,
which contains derivatives of the scalar field and the met-
ric. Eg and Eϑ are the gravitational and dCS scalar field
equations of motion respectively.
When the scalar field is constant, then dCS gravity
reduces identically to GR. This is clear from the field
equations, but it can also be seen at the level of the ac-
tion. The Pontryagin density is the total divergence of
the Chern-Simons topological current
∗RR = 2∇aKa , (9)
where
Ka = ǫabcdΓnbm(∂cΓ
m
dn +
2
3
ΓmclΓ
l
dn) , (10)
ǫabcd is the Levi-Civita tensor, and Γnbm is the Christoffel
connection. A brief proof of this identify is provided in
Appendix A. When the ϑ field is constant, SCS becomes
a total divergence that can be integrated by parts in the
action and eliminated as a boundary contribution.
III. STELLAR HAIR LOSS IN DYNAMICAL CS
GRAVITY
This section presents one of the main results of this
paper, i.e. that scalar charge is not sourced in a non-
punctured spacetime in parity violating gravity models
like in dCS theory. As we will see below, this result is
similar to that of [17], except that that paper considered
a different modified theory and the proof here is different.
Theorem 1. Consider a 4-dimensional manifold M that
is R4, and is endowed with a metric g of Lorentzian sig-
nature, which is stationary, asymptotically flat and ax-
isymmetric [24, 25]. Furthermore, require that the Rie-
mann curvature tensor be continuous almost everywhere,
with discontinuities only in a spatially compact set of
measure zero. In an asymptotically Cartesian coordinate
system, the components of this tensor are required to de-
cay at least as O(r−2). Consider now a real scalar field
ϑ, stationary under the same isometries of the metric,
and that is governed by a linear coupling in the action
to the Pontryagin density, thus satisfying the equation of
motion
ϑ = −α
4
∗RR . (11)
for some constant α. Then, the asymptotically 1/r,
spherically-symmetric scalar hair (the scalar charge)
vanishes.
Proof. Let us begin by defining the scalar charge of the
scalar field by considering the behavior of ϑ near spatial
infinity i0. Stationarity, axisymmetry, and asymptotic
flatness imply that the first term in the expansion for
the scalar field about spatial infinity takes the form
ϑ =
F (θ)
r
+O(r−2) , (12)
where θ is the polar angle and r is the radial coordinate
far from the source. If F (θ) is not a constant, then the
left-hand side of Eq. (11) would contain a term that scales
as r−3 near spatial infinity, arising from the flat space
piece of the curved D’alembertian operator. However, all
terms on the right-hand side of this equation, as well as
those left on the left-hand side, decay faster than r−3
near spatial infinity. Therefore, under the assumption
that F (θ) is not constant, Eq. (11) cannot be satisfied,
and we are then forced to require that F (θ) be a constant,
leading to
ϑ =
µ
r
+O(r−2) . (13)
where µ is the (constant) scalar charge.
Consider now a one-parameter family of stationary,
asymptotically flat metrics gab(λ), and let ϑ(λ) be
the corresponding one parameter family of stationary,
asymptotically flat solutions of Eq. (11). We will show
that dµ/dλ = 0 for all λ and therefore that µ is inde-
pendent of λ. Therefore, since any metric that satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 1 can be connected to the
Minkowski metric by a one parameter family of metrics,
and since the solution of Eq. (11) on Minkowski space-
time is ϑ = 0, which (trivially) has zero scalar charge, it
then follows that in any metric satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 1, the solution of Eq. (11) has zero scalar
charge.
We must then only show that dµ/dλ = 0. In the space-
time (M, gab(λ)) [see Fig. 1], choose a spacelike slice Σ1
4t
x
y
~nC
Σ1
Σ2
∆t
~nt
~nt
V
S
S
FIG. 1: A schematic diagram of the spacetime needed in our
proof. The time axis points upwards, and spacelike hyper-
surfaces are orthogonal to it, where we have suppressed one
spatial dimension. The dark shaded cylinder represents the
world tube of the stellar object under consideration. The re-
gion of integration in our proof is the outer cylinder C, which
is a 3-ball of radius r over a time interval ∆t. The spacelike
unit normal vector ~n is always outward directed whereas the
timelike unit normal vector ~nt is inward directed.
and let the spacelike slice Σ2 be Σ1 translated forward in
time by an amount ∆t along the stationary Killing field.
Let S be a sphere of some large radius r in Σ1 (where in
the end we will take r → ∞), and let the cylinder C be
S translated along the Killing vector by all values from 0
to ∆t. Now let V be the spacetime volume bounded by
Σ1, Σ2 and C.
With this setup in mind, let us now consider the so-
lution ϑ(λ) of Eq. (11) in this spacetime and integrate
both sides of that equation over the spacetime region V .
Integrating the left-hand side of Eq. (11) and applying
Stokes’ theorem we obtain∫
V
d4x
√−g ✷ϑ =
∫
∂V
dΣa∇aϑ , (14)
The boundary ∂V consists of three pieces: the cylinder
C and two endcaps that consist of the part of Σ1 inside
S and the corresponding part of Σ2 inside S. The con-
tributions of the two endcaps clearly cancel each other,
since stationarity implies that those contributions have
the same magnitude, while the orientation of the nor-
mal vectors required by Stokes’ theorem implies that the
contributions have opposite sign. We then find
∫
V
d4x
√−g ✷ϑ =
∫
C
dΣa∇aϑ = −4πµ∆t (15)
where we have taken the limit of large r and used asymp-
totic flatness of the metric and Eq. (13).
Now let us use δ as an abbreviation for d/dλ. Then
from Eq. (11) and (15) we obtain
(4π∆t)δµ =
α
4
δ
∫
V
d4x
√−g ∗RR , (16)
Using the definition of the Levi-Civita tensor, and the
fact that the spacetime metric has Lorentz signature
ǫabcd =
−1√−g ǫ˜
abcd , (17)
where ǫ˜abcd is the Levi-Civita symbol, and the definition
of the dual Riemann tensor, we find
(4π∆t)δµ = −α
4
ǫ˜abmn
∫
V
d4x RcdmnδR
d
cab , (18)
where we used that the Levi-Civita symbol has zero vari-
ation because it is independent of the metric. Using the
standard expression for the variation of the Riemann ten-
sor in terms of the Christoffel connection, we find
(4π∆t)δµ = −α
2
ǫ˜abmn
∫
V
d4x Rcdmn∇aδΓdcb . (19)
We now wish to express this equation as a total derivative
instead of as a variation. Using the Bianchi identity and
the antisymmetric properties of the Riemann tensor and
the Levi-Civita symbol,
Rcdmn∇aδΓdcb = ∇a(RcdmnδΓdcb)− δΓdcb(∇aRcdmn) .
(20)
One can easily see that the last term vanishes upon con-
traction with the Levi-Civita symbol in Eq. (19), as it is
simply the dualized differential Bianchi identity:
∇[aRbc]de = 0⇒ ǫabcf∇[aRbc]de ∝ ∇a ∗Raf de = 0 .
(21)
We then find
(4π∆t)δµ = −α
2
∫
V
d4x
√−g ∇a(∗RcdabδΓdcb) ,
= −α
2
∫
C
dΣa
∗Rcd
abδΓdcb , (22)
where in the second line we have again applied Stokes’
theorem and used the fact that the contribution of the
endcaps cancels.
Let us now evaluate the integral at C. By the assump-
tions of the theorem, the Riemann tensor falls off at least
as Rklmn ∼ O(r−2) in an asymptotically Cartesian co-
ordinate system near i0, which implies the variation in
the Christoffel symbol falls off at least as O(r−1). The
directed surface element is proportional to r2 near i0 and
thus the integrand decays at least as O(r−1). One then
finds that the integral vanishes and thus δµ = 0. This
then implies that the scalar charge µ is independent of
λ, which in turn implies that the scalar charge vanishes
identically.
5The main result that is proved above is that rotating
(or non-rotating) stellar bodies devoid of singularities,
like stars or compact objects excluding BHs, have iden-
tically zero scalar charge, irrespective of their internal
composition and equation of state in dynamical Chern
Simons gravity. Our results, therefore, greatly extend
those of [18], who found numerically that slowly-rotating
NSs with a given set of equations of state have zero scalar
charge. Moreover, our results also extend those of [17],
which proved a similar result but in EdGB gravity, a the-
ory in which the scalar field is coupled to a parity-even
curvature invariant. Combining those results with the re-
sults presented here, we can then conclude that station-
ary stellar bodies devoid of singularities source no scalar
charge (whether they be rotating or not) in all (parity-
even and parity-odd) quadratic gravity theories.
The implications of the above result spread in a web
of interesting truths. When a stellar body sources scalar
charge, then its motion forces the emission of dipole
scalar waves, in the same way as an electric charge in
motion emits dipole electromagnetic waves. Such scalar
waves carry dipole energy away from the body, forcing it
to slow down. Therefore, when such a stellar body is in a
binary system, the emission of scalar radiation forces the
binary to lose binding energy more rapidly than predicted
in General Relativity. This accelerated loss of energy
translates into an accelerated rate of orbital period decay.
Since radio observations do not see such a modification
from General Relativity in the orbital period of binary
pulsars, such dipolar scalar radiation is stringently con-
strained. But the result presented above says that stellar
bodies in quadratic gravity do not source scalar charge,
which therefore implies that quadratic gravity cannot be
constrained so easily with binary pulsar observations.
IV. BLACK HOLE HAIR LOSS IN DYNAMICAL
CS GRAVITY
This section presents the second main result of this
paper, i.e. that scalar charge is not sourced in a vacuum
spacetime in parity violating gravity models like in dCS
theory, even if it is punctured by a curvature singularity.
Theorem 2. Consider an asymptotically flat, stationary
and axisymmetric BH spacetime with a bifurcate Killing
horizon (as described by Fig.2) and a real scalar field ϑ
stationary under the same isometries as the metric satis-
fying Eq. (8) . Then the scalar charge as defined in this
paper vanishes in such a spacetime.
Proof. The strategy of the proof is as follows. We will
first find a particular antisymmetric tensor field Qab that
satisfies ∇aQab = 0. One can think of this in analogy
to Maxwell’s source-free electrodynamics, in which the
Maxwell tensor is antisymmetric by definition, it has an
associated charge, and it must be divergence free. The
latter is a statement of flux conservation, which implies
the charge associated with the Maxwell tensor must be
B
H
+
H
−
Σ
∞
M
FIG. 2: A schematic diagram for BH spacetime with a bifur-
cation surface. Here,M is manifold and Σ defines the Cauchy
surface. H is the bifurcate Killing horizon with the bifurca-
tion surface B. The manifold M has boundaries at B and
spatial infinity.
conserved on any 2-sphere. Similarly, in our case the an-
tisymmetric Qab tensor defines, through Gauss’s law, a
charge for any S2, and since Qab is divergence-free, this
charge is the same for any S2 (See Fig.2). We will then
find the Qab charge associated with a two-sphere at infin-
ity, and show that it is proportional to the scalar charge.
Subsequently we will find the Qab charge associated with
the bifurcate Killing horizon of the BH and show that it
vanishes. Since these two Qab charges must be equal, it
will then follow that the scalar charge vanishes.
We must then begin by finding the appropriateQab and
show that it has the properties discussed above. Let us
first notice that the only way to construct an antisymmet-
ric tensor of rank 2 from two 4-vectors is through their
antisymmetrized exterior (wedge) product. One natural
4-vector to consider is a Killing vector Xa. Another nat-
ural 4-vector is that which arises from Eq. (8), which can
be written as ∇aJa = 0 where the current Ja is given
by Ja = −∇aϑ− (α/2)Ka. We recognize this Ja as the
Noether current associated with the shift symmetry of
the action under ϑ → ϑ + c [26]. With this at hand,
we might then be tempted to try Qab
Noeth,1 = −2X [aJb],
which then leads to
∇aQabNoeth,1 = Xb∇aJa − Jb∇aXa −£XJa (23)
We know that Ja is divergence-free and that any Killing
vector is divergence-free. Furthermore, any tensor field
geometrically defined in terms of the metric is Lie
dragged by a Killing vector. Unfortunately, however, Ka
is not a geometrically defined tensor field, so this candi-
date for Qab is not quite what we want.
But not all is lost. The Noether current Ja has two
pieces, −∇aϑ and −(α/2)Ka. Even though the latter
is not geometrically defined, the former is and could be
used in a new definition of Qab. Choosing then to define
Qab
Noeth,2 = −2X [a∇b]ϑ, however, one discovers rapidly
6that this antisymmetric tensor is not divergence free:
∇aQabNoeth,2 = ∇a(−2X [a∇b]ϑ)
= Xb✷ϑ− (∇aXa)∇bϑ−£X(∇bϑ)
= −α
4
Xb ∗RR , (24)
where the second and third terms in the second line of
Eq. (24) vanish for the reasons described earlier. Clearly
then, we must add a counter-term Cab to the new defini-
tion of Qab, namely
Qab = −2X [a∇b]ϑ+ Cab , (25)
such that the divergence does vanish.
The counter-term must then satisfy
∇aCab = α
4
Xb ∗RR . (26)
One can verify by direct evaluation that the counter-term
we need is
Cab = α
2
∗Rabcd ∇cXd . (27)
We can prove this statement by taking the divergence of
the counter-term:
∇aCab = α
2
(∇a∗Rabcd)(∇cXd) + α
2
∗Rabcd ∇a∇cXd ,
(28)
but the first term on the right-hand side vanishes by the
Bianchi identity, while the second term simplifies using
the definition of the Riemann tensor in terms of the com-
mutator of covariant derivatives, leading to
∇aCab = −α
2
∗Rabcd RcdaeX
e . (29)
This expression is still not quite the same as Eq. (26),
mainly because the free index in not on the Killing vector.
We can, however, use the following expression for the
Riemann tensor
Rbcde = −1
4
ǫmnxyǫdemnRbcxy , (30)
and then contract one of the Levi-Civita tensors above
with the Levi-Civita tensor implicit in the dual Riemann
through the Levi-Civita Kronecker identity to find iden-
tically Eq. (26). One can arrive at a similar conclusion
using methods from exterior calculus as done in a differ-
ent theory in [19], which we spell out in Appendix C.
With the expression for the conserved charge in Eq.
(25), let us now consider an asymptotically flat, sta-
tionary and axisymmetric punctured spacetime with a
stationary and axisymmetric dCS field ϑ that satisfies
the dCS field equations assuming all fields are smooth
throughout the manifold M. We assume this spacetime
possesses a bifurcate Killing Horizon H with a bifurca-
tion surface B that is compact. An important property to
remember is that the extrinsic curvature of the bifurca-
tion surface vanishes. We choose Xa to be the particular
Killing field that is tangent to the null generators of the
horizon: Xa = ta + ΩHφ
a where ta denotes the time
translation Killing field, φa is the axial Killing field and
ΩH is the angular velocity of the horizon. This Killing
field also vanishes at the bifurcation surface. Consider
now a Cauchy surface Σ denoting the hypersurface that
extends from B out to spatial infinity, with the assump-
tions that the boundary at spatial infinity is asymptoti-
cally flat with the asymptotic conditions
tµ = (∂t)
µ +O(1/r) , (31)
φµ = (∂φ)(1 +O(1/r)) , (32)
gµν = ηµν +O(1/r) , (33)
ϑ =
µ
r
+O(1/r2) , (34)
where ηµν is the Minkowski metric and all the n-th
derivatives of the above quantities are required to fall
off as 1/rn.
Using Eq. (25), we will now prove our main result,
i.e. that the scalar charge vanishes on such a BH space-
time. The charge associated with the two-sphere at in-
finity is
∫
∞
ua dΣbQ
ab =− 2
∫
∞
ua dΣbX
[a∇b]ϑ
= −
∫
∞
dΣr∂rϑ
= 4πµ . (35)
Here the two-sphere is a sphere of radius r in an asymp-
totically flat spacelike surface Σ and ua is the unit time-
like normal to Σ. The curvature term from Eq. (25) does
not contribute as the Riemann tensor falls off at least
as 1/r3 at spatial infinity, whereas the φa contribution
coming from the Killing field vanishes as φa is tangent to
the 2-sphere at infinity.
On the bifurcation surface B, the Killing vector van-
ishes Xa|B = 0, and its covariant derivative is propor-
tional to the binormal n˜a
b, namely ∇aXb|B = κ n˜ab [24],
where κ is constant [27]. Thus, the charge associated
with the bifurcation surface is∫
B
ua dΣbQ
ab =
α
2
κ
∫
B
ua dΣb
∗Rabcd n˜cd . (36)
Let us now consider the pullback of n˜cdRabcd to B. We
can rewrite n˜ab in terms of null normals to B: pa and qb
where paq
a = −2 and n˜ab = p[aqb]. Then,
n˜cdRabcd = pc∇[a∇b]qc = ∇[a|(pc∇|b]qc)−∇[a|pc∇|b]qc,
(37)
but since the extrinsic curvature is just the tangential
part of the covariant derivative of the null normals, and
the extrinsic curvature vanishes on B, it follows that the
second term above vanishes. This is just the geometric
7statement that the null normals are parallel transported
along B. Equation (36) thus becomes∫
B
ua dΣbQ
ab =
α
2
κ
∫
B
ua dΣbǫxyab∇[x|(pc∇|y]qc) .
(38)
If we apply Stokes’ theorem to the right hand side of
Eq. (38), our integral vanishes since the boundary of a
boundary (B in our case) is zero. Equating the charges at
the two boundaries (spatial infinity and the bifurcation
surface) of our spacetime, and using Eq. (35) and (38),
it then follows that the scalar charge vanishes, namely∫
∞
ua dΣbQ
ab =
∫
B
ua dΣbQ
ab ,
=⇒ 4πµ = α
2
κ
∫
B
ua dΣbǫxyab∇[x|(pc∇|y]qc) = 0 .
(39)
Another way to realize that the integral on the right-
hand side of Eq. (36) must vanish is to identify it with
the Euler class of the normal bundle of B in the manifold
M. This is clearer when done in the Cartan formulation,
as we show in Appendix C. From this, one can see that
the Riemann tensor is projected onto the horizon on two
indices and is orthogonal to the horizon on the other
two indices. Since we are working with smooth, nowhere
vanishing normals to the bifurcation surface B, the Euler
class of the normal bundle must vanish [28]. Thus, the
scalar charge cannot be sourced on the surface of a BH
in a dCS spacetime devoid of a scalar potential.
V. DISCUSSION
We have here used a variational method to prove that
in the dCS gravity no scalar charge, i.e. the 1/r piece of
the scalar field near spatial infinity, is sourced on sta-
tionary NSs or on stationary and axisymmetric BHs.
This adds to the conjecture that theories with a shift-
symmetric scalar field that is coupled to a topological
density do not activate a scalar charge in such astrophys-
ical objects. For the NS case, the proof relied on a contin-
uous deformation of the spacetime away from Minkowski,
while in the BH case the proof made use of generalized
Noether currents generated by shift symmetry. This re-
sult is important because it implies that dipole radiation
is not excited in dCS gravity when considering the in-
spiral phase of compact binaries, which then allows the
theory to evade current binary pulsar constraints.
Our work, of course, is not the first to consider the
scalar charge in compact objects outside of General Rela-
tivity. Early work on BH solutions in the low-energy limit
of string theory, which is related to EdGB gravity and
dCS gravity, dates back to the 1990s [29–32]. However,
the study of scalar charge started much more recently
with the work of Yagi et al [17], who proved analyti-
cally that the EdGB scalar charge vanishes in stationary
and spherically symmetric stars. This result was recently
extended by Prabhu and Stein [19], who proved that the
EdGB scalar charge does not vanish in stationary and ax-
isymmetric BHs. Their argument relies in equating the
scalar charge at spatial infinity with the Noether charge
at the bifurcate horizon, which cannot vanish in EdGB
BHs of a finite area.
Our results extend those of Yagi, et al [17] and Prabhu
and Stein [19], by considering both stars and BHs in dCS
gravity. Using arguments similar to those of Yagi, et
al [17] we first proved that the dCS scalar charge van-
ishes in stationary and axisymmetric stars. Then, using
arguments similar to those of Prabhu and Stein [19] we
proved that the dCS scalar charge also vanishes in sta-
tionary and axisymmetric BHs. We can then combine
the results of Yagi, et al [17], Prabhu and Stein [19] and
ours to conclude that scalar charge is never sourced in
stationary and axisymmetric stars in quadratic gravity,
while it can only be sourced for stationary BHs in EdGB
gravity.
One possible avenue for future work would be the inves-
tigation of the theorems discussed above through the use
of a generalized version of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet the-
orem to Pontryagin densities. Such a generalization does
not yet exist, but if one could be developed, then it could
be straightforwardly applied in a way similar to that used
in [17] when considering Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet
gravity.
Another possible extension concerns the 1/r2 piece
of the scalar field at spatial infinity. Using perturba-
tive techniques valid in the slow-rotation limit, several
authors have approximations for slowly-rotating BHs,
which do source a 1/r2 scalar field profile. It may be
possible to express this charge as an closed integral over
the bifurcation surface of a Kerr BH in the decoupling
limit, just as was done in EdGB gravity for the 1/r part
in [19]. Doing so may reveal how the 1/r2 charge of
spinning BHs in dCS gravity depends on integrals over
topological invariants.
A third possibility is to study whether the theorems
presented in this paper can be extended to non-vanishing
scalar field potentials. A non-trivial potential could en-
dow the scalar field with a mass, or it could introduce
self-interactions that may lead to interesting dynamics.
Such a term, however, would break shift symmetry, and
this may pose a challenge to the Noether current method.
Thus, it may be possible to generate interesting scalar
charge effects, even at 1/r order, when including non-
trivial potentials.
Yet another possibility deals with dCS BHs and the
concept of entropy. If we knew the exact solution for a
spinning BH in dCS gravity, including its 1/r2 and higher
order charges, we could then study its associated Hawk-
ing entropy. This, in turn, could be used to investigate
the transition between NSs and BHs in quadratic gravity,
in order to determine whether the universality found in
GR [33] [34] continues to hold in modified theories.
Finally, it would be interesting to study how the 1/r2
8scalar charge of a BH in dCS gravity affects the trajec-
tory of a small compact object around a supermassive
BH, and the gravitational waves that would be emit-
ted. Such an analysis was already started in [35, 36],
but the effect of dipole-dipole forces was not included
then. This force, however, could enhance dCS modifica-
tions to EMRI waveforms, allowing space-based detectors
like LISA to place interesting constraints in the future.
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Appendix A: Relation between topological current
and Pontryagin density
We here prove the relation
∇aKa = 1
2
∗RR , (A1)
where
Ka = ǫabcdΓnbm(∂cΓ
m
dn +
2
3
ΓmclΓ
l
dn) . (A2)
We take the covariant derivative of the above expression
to find
∇aKa = ∂aKa + ΓaapKp , (A3)
and we separate the above calculation in two parts: the
partial derivative and the Christoffel connection. The
partial derivative term is
∂aK
a = ǫabcd(∂aΓ
n
bm)(∂cΓ
m
dn) +
2
3
ǫabcd(∂aΓ
n
bm)(Γ
m
clΓ
l
dn)
+ ǫabcdΓnbm(∂a∂cΓ
m
dn) +
2
3
ǫabcdΓnbm(∂aΓ
m
cl )Γ
l
dn
+
2
3
ǫabcdΓnbmΓ
m
cl (∂aΓ
l
dn) , (A4)
while the Christoffel term is
ΓaapK
p = ǫpbcdΓaapΓ
n
bm(∂cΓ
m
dn) +
2
3
ǫpbcdΓaapΓ
n
bmΓ
m
clΓ
l
dn .
(A5)
Let us now expand the right-hand side of Eq. (A1).
Using the definition of the Riemann tensor in terms of
the Christoffel connection, we have
Rbdca = ∂aΓ
b
cd − ∂cΓbad + ΓbaeΓecd − ΓbceΓead , (A6)
∗Rdcab =
1
2
ǫcamn(∂nΓ
d
bm − ∂mΓdbn + ΓdneΓemb − ΓdmeΓenb) .
(A7)
After multiplying the terms of Eq. (A6) and (A7), we
can now compare both sides of the equation. For exam-
ple, consider the first term from Eq. (A6) multiplied by
the first term of Eq. (A7). After a relabeling of the Levi-
Civita tensor and using its antisymmetry property, one
can easily see that this term is identical to one-fourth of
the first term of Eq. (A4). One can similarly establish
that the rest of the terms produced when multiplying
Eq. (A6) and (A7) produce all the necessary terms in
Eq. (A4) and (A5).
Appendix B: Variation of the Pontryagin density in
terms of the topological current
Instead of taking the variation of the product of the
dual Riemann tensor and the Riemann tensor, we can
consider instead using Eq. (9), namely
δ
∫
d4x
√−g R ∗R = 2 δ
∫
d4x
√−g ∇aKa , (B1)
Proceeding in the same fashion as before, we can expand
the Levi-Civita tensor into the Levi-Civita symbol to find
δ
∫
d4x
√−g ∇aKa = sgn(g) ǫ˜abcd
∫
d4x
× δ
[
∇aΓnbm
(
∂cΓ
m
dn +
2
3
ΓmclΓ
l
dn
)]
.
(B2)
We can expand the right-hand side using the definition
of the covariant derivative to find
9δ
∫
d4x
√−g ∇aKa = ∂a
[
(∂cΓ
m
dn +
2
3
ΓmclΓ
l
dn)(δΓ
n
bm)
]
ǫ˜abcd + ∂a
[
−(∂cΓnbm)δΓmdn +
2
3
(δΓmcl )Γ
n
bmΓ
l
dn +
2
3
ΓnbmΓ
m
cl (δΓ
l
dn)
]
ǫ˜abcd
+ δΓaap
[
(∂cΓ
m
dn) +
2
3
ΓmclΓ
l
dn
]
Γnbmǫ˜
pbcd + Γaap(∂cΓ
m
dn +
2
3
ΓmclΓ
l
dn)δΓ
n
bm ǫ˜
pbcd
+ Γaap
[
−∂cΓnbm(δΓmdn) +
2
3
ΓnbmΓ
l
dn(δΓ
m
cl ) +
2
3
Γnbm(δΓ
l
dn)Γ
m
cl
]
ǫ˜pbcd , (B3)
Expanding these equations and relabelling indices, re-
turns the right hand side of Eq. (B1), namely
sgn(g) ǫ˜abcd
∫
d4x δ
[
∇aΓnbm
(
∂cΓ
m
dn +
2
3
ΓmclΓ
l
dn
)]
(B4)
= sgn(g) ǫ˜abcd
∫
d4x ∇a(RmdcnδΓnbm) . (B5)
Appendix C: A Cartan formulation
One can also use the Cartan formulation to reformula-
tion Sec. IV. The process is very similar to the tensorial
formulation. We begin by expressing the Lagrangian as
L = Lg + Lϑ , (C1)
where the Lagrangian is again an n-form which is a col-
lection of dynamical fields. We know that
Lϑ = −1
2
(∗dϑ) ∧ dϑ+ α
4
∗RR , (C2)
where ∗ is the Hodge dual defined as
(∗Z)a1...a4−p =
1
p!
ǫb1...bpa1...a4−pZb1...bp , (C3)
and d is the exterior derivative. Rewriting the Pontryagin
term as
∗RR =
1
2
ǫcdefRabcdR
b
aef
= Rab ∧Rba (C4)
= d(ωab ∧ (Rba − 1
3
ωbc ∧ ωca)) , (C5)
where ωab is the connection one-form.
Varying the Lagrangian by the least action principle
in turn gives us the equations of motion, namely
δL = Egδg + Eϑδϑ+ dθ , (C6)
where we have defined
Eϑ = 0 = ✷ϑ+
α
4
∗RR = d ∗ dϑ+ α
4
∗RR , (C7)
and θ is the symplectic potential arising due to the vari-
ation of the Lagrangian and represents the boundary
terms. This is a local (n-1)-form and a covariant func-
tional of (gµν , ϑ), so it depends on (δgµν , δϑ). This func-
tional can be expressed as
θ = θg(δg)− ∗dϑδϑ . (C8)
Assuming the Lagrangian is not invariant under
Lorentz diffeomorphisms, we apply a transformation such
that δcgµν = 0, δcϑ = c for c a constant. Under this
transformation, the symplectic potential takes the form
θ = −c ∗ dϑ , (C9)
and thus the Lagrangian changes by
δcL = cα
4
∗RR = d(c
α
4
γ) . (C10)
This can be thought of as a shift symmetry, whose cor-
responding (n-1)-form Noether current is
J = − ∗ dϑ− α
4
γ (C11)
Notice then that by construction dJ = −Eϑ, and thus, J
is indeed a conserved current on shell ie. dJ = 0 on shell.
Because J is an exact-closed form on shell, we then have
that
J = dQ , (C12)
where Q is the conserved charge and an (n-2)-form on
shell.
We now define the covariant shift current for some vec-
tor field X using the same reasoning as that of Sec. IV.
The covariant conserved charge of that section is related
to the following covariant shift current
J = −£XJ − α
4
£Xγ +
α
2
Rba ∧£Xωab
= £X(∗dϑ) + α
2
Rba ∧£Xωab . (C13)
The Lie derivative of the connection with respect to the
vector fields on the bundle is
£Xω
a
b = X.R
a
b +D(X.ω
a
b) . (C14)
For a bundle vector field that is Lie-dragged along the
tetrad ea, i.e. £Xe
a = 0, we then also have that
X.ωab = −eaµebν∇µXν . (C15)
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An in-depth discussion regarding this can be found in
[19] [Also see [37]]. The term on the left-hand side of
Eq. (C15) is the interior product, generally defined by
(X.Z)ab...m = X
µZµab....m . (C16)
With this at hand, we can now write the covariant shift
current using Eq. (C14) as
J = dQX +X.Eϑ , (C17)
with
QX = X.(∗dϑ) + α
2
Rab(X.ω
b
a) . (C18)
If Xa is a Killing field, we can use Eq. (C15) to find that
the covariant shift charge is
QX = X.(∗dϑ)− α
2
Rabeµae
ν
b∇µXν . (C19)
Let us now consider the asymptotically flat, stationary-
axisymmetric BH spacetime of Fig. 2, with B and Σ as
defined earlier. We then have that Xa = La where La is
the Killing field, and integrating 0 = J = dQL we now
have ∫
∞
QL =
∫
B
QL . (C20)
We integral on the left-hand side is to be evaluated over
an asymptotic 2-sphere of radius r in the limit r → ∞.
We define ǫ2 to be the induced area element of this 2-
sphere. We then have that
∫
∞
QL =
∫
∞
L.(∗dϑ) = −
∫
∞
ǫ2∂rϑ = 4πµ . (C21)
Let us now focus on the right-hand side of Eq. (C20).
On B, we have La|B = 0 and ∇aLb|B = κn˜cd with n˜cd the
binormal to the bifurcation surface [24] and κ a constant
on the bifurcation surface. Using this, the charge integral
at the bifurcation surface is given by
∫
B
QL = −α
2
κ
∫
B
n˜abR
ab = 0 (C22)
The above integral vanishes because the term in the in-
tegral is the Euler class of the normal bundle of B in M.
Since smooth and nowhere vanishing normals to B are
needed, the Euler class must vanish. Thus, Eq. (C21)
(C22) along with Eq. (C20), we find our desired result: no
scalar charge is sourced in stationary, axisymmetric BH
spacetimes that possess a Killing horizon in dCS gravity.
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